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3.02. Táj, éghajlat, időjárás I.

1. Blue Planet

2. Landscape Types. Complete the sentences with the correct word from the brackets.

3. Bodies of Water 4. Weather Report

5. Camps in the Mountains. Complete the sentences with the correct word from the brackets.

 a Susie likes to camp in the mountains. She enjoys a _____(rural/natural) environment.

 a She likes to get out of the city and into nature where she can enjoy the fresh ________(air/temperature).

 a Susie likes camping most when it is sunny and warm outside; that is when the _________(rain/weather) is nice 

and the _______(wind/sky) is blue.

 a The rivers and lakes in the mountains are cold. Susie likes to swim in the clean mountain _______(wave/water).

 a Sometimes she picks up _______(stones/pools) or small rocks and throws them into the lake.

 a Air, water, wind, and light are natural ________(resources/environments). Wood is another natural resource.

sun

hole

star

atmosphere

Earth / the world

sea

river

wave

lake

pool

wind

rain

sun

temperature

Linda lives in the city. She enjoys the ____________(urban/
rural) environment.
There are lots of fields and hills where Mike lives. He lives in 
a ____________(urban/rural) setting.

The farmer grows his corn in his __________(field/forest).
In a ___________(field/forest), trees grow on their own.
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A Definitions. Match the words with their definitions or descriptions.

1 water a opposite of rural

2 atmosphere b a small rock

3 urban c 24°

4 rain d natural gas, metal, wood

5 stone  e an area with lots of trees

6 temperature f the planet Earth

7 world g water that falls from the sky

8 forest h chemical symbol: H2O

9 resource i the air, clouds, and sky around Earth

B What Belongs Together? Organise the following words into three categories based on their common 
meaning. 

lake a rock a pool a air a sky a stone a sea a atmosphere a mountain

C Crossword. Complete the crossword puzzle using the clues provided.

1 2 3 4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11

12 13 14

15

16

D Now over to You … Answer the questions using the words from page 20.

1 Do you like rain? What is your favourite weather?

2 Do you live in a city or in the country? Describe the landscape around your home.

3 Have you ever been camping? Describe what things you can see when you camp. 

Across:
 1 The natural world around us
 6 A place where somthing is missing
 8 Not man-made
 9 A collection of trees
11 Cool drink
13 Outside the city
15 High ground smaller than a mountain
16 Hills and valleys of water

Down:
 2 Iron, oil, salt
 3 The name of our planet
 4 Very hot day, the … is 31°
 5 A shower from the clouds
 7 A small, bright light in the sky
 9 Where corn is grown
10 A long, wide flow of water
11 Earth and all its people
12 Air that is moving fast
14 A large body of water amongst land
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1. The Course of a River. Unscramble the groups of letters to fill in the blanks in the sentences.

3.
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3.02. Táj, éghajlat, időjárás II. a 3.03. Növények és állatok

 a A ________(allyve) separates the mountains. There is a river flowing through the valley.

 a The valley walls form the ____(asknb) of the river. The banks of the river keep it on course.

 a The ________(aotsc) is the area that separates the sea from the land. There is a beach on the coast.

 a There is a _______(eert) growing next to the river. The river water helps the tree to grow.

2. A Tree Has Many Roles

3. Wild Animals. Unscramble the groups of letters to fill in the blanks in the sentences.

 a The water from a river makes everything ____(wogr) green and healthy. Trees growing closest to the river are the 

tallest and thickest.

 a As a _____(reet) grows it gets thicker. One way to see the growth of a tree is to count the rings in its wood. The hard 

material from trees is used by humans to build houses and other buildings. ____(dooW) is a natural resource that 

grows in the wild. 

 a Plants on river banks provide food for _____(manaisl). Horses are animals that eat plants and drink river water.

 a There are many different types of cats. Some _____(peeiscs) of cat are not used to being around humans.

 a A _________(serho) is a large animal. Humans ride on horses. Cats are small animals.  

They like to eat fish.

 a Horses that do not live around humans are ______(dlwi). Wild animals live in nature.

 a There are many things that live in _________(anrute) without the help of humans.

4. The Nature of Things

fish

cat

dog

human

wing

fruit

egg

leaf

plant

bird

flower

branch

tree
valley

coast

bank
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A True or False? Determine whether each sentence is true or false. For the false sentences, provide a  
correct alternative.

T F

1 A group of similar animals or plants is a species. Q Q
2 Animals that live at your house are considered wild. Q Q
3 A fish is a type of fruit. Q Q
4 A river flows between its banks. Q Q
5 A valley is a small kind of river. Q Q

B Odd One Out. Circle the word in each group that does not belong.

1 egg – bird – valley – wing

2 plant – leaf – flower – growth

3 coast – tree – wood – branch

C Creatures. Label the pictures with the following words. 

animals a bird a cat a dog a fish a horse a human

1   2   3   4   

5   6   7   

D Now over to You … Answer the questions using the words from page 22.

1 Do you have an animal? What is it? Describe your animal.

2 Do you like to grow things? Describe the plants that grow around your home.
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4. Travel. Complete the sentences using the following words.

arrived a driving a far a further a returned a way

The Johnsons like _________. So when they go on holiday, they 

take their car and drive. Last year they drove all the __________ 

to Italy. From Britain, it is a long way to Italy. On the second day 

they arrived at the border to Italy. From there it was not much 

________ to their hotel.

When they __________ at the hotel, they checked in.

The hotel was really nice and not _________ from the beach.

They stayed in Italy for two weeks and then _________ to Britain.

4.01. Útleírás és útbaigazítás I.

1. Directions

2. Going This Way and That. Complete the sentences using the following words.

away a down a forward a out a over a up

Paul is going ____ the stairs. Judy is running  ___the stairs. He is going _____ to his neighbour’s 

house.

Peter is just going _____ of the 

door.

Mum and Dad are going ____ for 

the weekend.

The train is moving _____.

3. In a Hotel Room. Complete the sentences using the following words.

close a in a left a right

 a The bed is on the ______ side of the room.

 a The table is on the _______ side of the room.

 a There are flowers ______ a vase on the table.

 a The chair is _______ to the window.

south

north

east

west
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A Directions. Look at a map and fill the gaps with the correct direction.

1 Germany is         of Italy.

2 Ireland is         of England.

3 Wales is         of Scotland.

4 Edinburgh         of Glasgow.

B Prepositions. Fill the gaps with a preposition.

1 The train is leaving. I can see it moving         .

2 Lisa’s parents are going         tonight but she is staying at home.

3 I would like to sleep now, so please go         .

4 Don’t run         the stairs. It is too dangerous.

5 When the teacher came into the classroom, everybody had to get         .

6 Our neighbours are on holiday. We are going         every day to feed the cat.

C Travel. Replace the underlined phrases with a word from page 24.

1 My parents are planning to go to London by car.  

2 They want to come back five days later.  

3 But Buckingham Palace is quite a long way from there.  

4 I hope that my parents will be here in time for my birthday.  

D Places around You. Complete these sentences about yourself. Compare with someone else if possible.

1 My home is close to         . I can walk there in five minutes.

2 My home is also not far from (the)         . I/My parents can drive there in half an hour.

3 My home is a long way from         . I don’t go there very often.

4 After school/work, I usually arrive home at         o’clock.

5 When I visit my friends in the afternoon/evening, I usually return at         o’clock.

E Now over to You … Answer the questions using the words from page 24.

1 Describe the position of your home country in the world.

2 Describe your room. Describe where the pieces of furniture are.

3 Have you ever stayed in a hotel? Describe the hotel room.

4 Describe the route of the last trip you took.
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